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VALIDATE RIGHT TO WORK
Employers in the UK are responsible for ensuring
that the individuals they employ have the legal
Right To Work. Failure to do so could lead to
heavy penalties and fines of up to £20,000 for
each individual case and in some cases a 2-year
custodial sentence, can you afford to take the risk?
Photocopying and /or scanning ID documents is NOT sufficient...
To provide “statutory excuse” against liability employers must verify
document authenticity by visually checking them with the owner
present - accepting ID electronically is not acceptable.
Establishing your employees’ Right To Work whilst minimising risk
& protecting your organisation’s reputation has never been easier
using Validate RTW - Right To Work - a simple, straightforward,
no fuss, ID Document Authentication System.
Validate RTW combines easy to use software and industry
standard ID Document Readers. Scan, verify and store employees’
ID Documents and move away from storing paper documents and
cumbersome filing with a system that will readily integrate with
your existing HR or other database driven systems.
Validate RTW also includes an easy to use customisable reporting
tool enabling both simple and complex database queries of stored
documents enabling the production of a myriad of user definable
reports including for example: expiring Visas, Passports and BRP’s.
Validate RTW can also determine Visa Types automatically and
allows customers to create user defined assessments in cases
where the default assessments don’t quite match the requirements.
Validate RTW provides your organisation with the tools to adhere
to UKVI RTW compliance and mitigate risk.

FAST & ACCURATE

Authenticates documents in seconds, typically
a Passport, Visa and BRP can be captured in
under 90 seconds and removes human error
from the document scanning experience.

COMPLIANCE

Validate’s built-in RTW Assessment
automates UKVI RTW Rules to meet
compliance processes.

TRUSTED

Border Control level document forensics
technology coupled with online, real time
updated database of more than 4000+
documents.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Can be seamlessly integrated with any
SQL based HR, Payroll & Talent
Management System.

USER DEFINABLE
ASSESSMENTS & DOCUMENTS

Significantly speeds up the ID checking
process using automated assessments
which assist users identify what documents
are required by the applicant dependent
upon their country of origin.

For further information contact our sales
team on: + 44 (0) 1865 591811

VALIDATE ID LTD
Wittas House, Two Rivers, Station Lane, Witney, Oxon, OX28 4BH
tel: + 44 (0) 1865 591 811 | email: sales@validate-id.co.uk | web: www.validate-id.co.uk
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VALIDATE RIGHT TO STUDY
Developed in partnership with the UK education
sector, VALIDATE software is the market leading
Right To Study and Right To Work solution.
The traditional “manual validation” of student identity processes are
slow and prone to human error, creating huge challenges when it
comes to storage, retrieval and reporting. If you do not have effective
Right to Study processes, it is likely to impact critical revenue streams,
whilst also jeopardizing UKVI compliance audits and above all damage
institutional reputation.
Validate prevents these challenges and problems. It simply allows
our customers to capture and authenticate data from a range of
“pre-defined” and “user-defined” documents and automatically import
the resultant data and images into your student record system.
Validate demonstrably reduces enrolment times, typically taking less
than 90 seconds to register a student. As a result, queues disappear
and a positive student experience is assured.
Validate RTS also includes an easy to use, user definable reporting
tool enabling both simple and complex database queries. Typically,
these include: Expiring ID & Visa’s, Failed Documents; Report to
Police Students, No Shows, Missing Document, etc.
Validate also provides comprehensive and user definable real time
and automated reporting which, provides a compressive range
of statistics and document analysis that can be utilized at the
institutions discretion.
Visa Types are automatically categorised with Validate which,
provides for subsequent reporting and export into your
Student Records System.
During the past 5 years, the Validate Development Team has gained
significant, demonstrable experience of assisting Universities with
“Validate/Student Records” System integration processes.

FAST & ACCURATE

Authenticates documents in seconds, typically
a Passport, Visa and BRP can be captured in
under 90 seconds and removes human error
from the document scanning experience.

COMPLIANCE

Validate’s built-in RTS Assessment and
Student Engagement capabilities conform
to UKVI Compliance processes.

TRUSTED

Border Control level document forensics
technology coupled with online, real time
updated database of more than 4000+
documents.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

Seamlessly integrates with other Student
Records Systems including SITS; Banner;
UNIT-e; SAP and SharePoint, reducing
administration and lowering costs.

USER DEFINABLE
ASSESSMENTS & DOCUMENTS

Significantly speeds up the ID checking
process through an automated T4 Assessment.
Assessments can be customised and additional
documents can be profiled (added to the
document library) if required.

For further information contact our sales
team on: + 44 (0) 1865 591811

VALIDATE ID LTD
Wittas House, Two Rivers, Station Lane, Witney, Oxon, OX28 4BH
tel: + 44 (0) 1865 591 811 | email: sales@validate-id.co.uk | web: www.validate-id.co.uk
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